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Where deals are made

Datasite provides the most trusted
VDR in M&A. Over 13,000 projects
are completed annually on Datasite.
Designed with industry leading
functionality and game changing
productivity tools, due diligence
Keep
moving
doesn’t get
in thedeals
way with
wherever you go.
Datasite Diligence.

Datasite
on Mobile

Your room is ready
Set up ironclad, secure deal rooms faster than ever before with Datasite Diligence. It’s easy to brand it with your logo, load documents and
onboard users. New to Datasite Diligence? In-app walk-throughs will help you become an expert in a jiffy. What’s more, there’s a team of
global experts ready to help you, 24/7/365. Speak to them by phone, email, or chat – in 20 languages.

Upload data
Setup your data room in minutes by copying key elements of
your data room over from an existing data room. Retain the file
structure while uploading folders and files. Reorder and rename
in bulk, online or via Excel. Drag-and-drop content direclty into
the fileroom or email files straight into the project inbox.

Invite users
Copy and paste email
addresses, select roles,
and choose a language
individually or in bulk.

Manage permissions
Control content and feature access at the
folder or document level. You can also customize
permissions based on user roles on teams or as
subject matter experts.

Don’t miss a beat
Built on insights from more than 2,000 users, Datasite Diligence gives you everything you need, where and when you need it.
Plus, it’s only getting better. We regularly add new features that you’ll be able to find and use immediately.

Smart categories
& AI indexing

Integrate trackers
Embed all your diligence request lists
directly into Datasite Diligence. No more
Excel trackers - everything is centralized
and always synched to the index. Streamline
the pre-diligence process, share and track
all to-dos from the data room.

Evolve deal preparation with Datasite’s powerful
AI capabilities. Automate manual tasks like
categorizing files and building an index. Easily
confirm files are in the right place with document
preview and translation capabilities.

Intelligent redaction
Redact words, phrases, and images. Speed things up
even more by letting AI powered redaction automatically
find and mark 100+ common data types like names,
addresses, and other GDPR-related terms. Then, easily
sort redactions by reason so that you can unredact
quickly when Legal clears the content.

Organize file
rooms in-app
Use the sandbox to prepare
Office files, PDFs, videos,
and more than 200 other file
formats for your transaction.
Activate watermarking on
confidential or sensitive
documents. Then go live
when everything is checked
and ready to go.

FPO

OCR and search
in 16 languages
Make information readily
accessible and easy to find
with OCR search. Then be
automatically notified in-app
when new documents have
been added to the data room
matching your search terms.

Drive to the best outcome every time
Execute due diligence with ease – on desktop, tablet, and phone. Turn the data room live in seconds,
track buyer activity in near real time, stay in control of the deal narrative with embedded Q&A.

Analytics
Stay on top of your deal with an
intelligent dashboard – updated
in near real time. Drill down and
discover how long users spend with
each page. Schedule reports to be
delivered when you want, with the
data, visuals, and look you want.

Integrated Q&A
Set up categories, teams, and approval workflows,
quickly and easily. Create and answer questions
online or import from Excel. Set up FAQs. Control
visibility of question with category-based
permissions. Stay up to date with the highly
visual Q&A dashboard, reply in thread mode, and
link documents. Then export data to Excel for
reporting and compliance.
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